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Abstract

An analog technique for real�time� multi�variate� global optimization with con�
straints is presented� The basic structure is a simple gradient descent loop� where
the gradients are computed using an analog neural network� Constraints are imple�
mented using a variation of an idea due to ����� where neural networks are also used
to implement the required constraint functions� It is shown that the system converges
to a stable equilibrium point� which satis�es the Kuhn�Tucker conditions for a con�
strained minimum� Global optimization is achieved by introducing a di�usion process
into the governing di�erential equation� This procedure is a continuous�time analog of
the simulated annealing algorithm�

Even though the proposed method is applicable to a wide range of engineering
problems� the real�time� global and other capabilities of this method are demonstrated
speci�cally with an optimization problem from array signal processing� the maximum
likelihood direction of arrival estimator� The satisfactory performance of all aspects of
this proposed optimization technique is demonstrated by simulations�
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� Introduction

Real�time nonlinear optimization is a generic problem often encountered in several engineer�
ing disciplines� Despite the enormous advances made in the area of optimization in modern
times� there has been relatively little attention given to the real�time aspect of this problem�
Yet� many engineering problems would be greatly alleviated if an e�ective real�time process
for nonlinear optimization were available�

Digital computing methods have not proven completely adequate for this problem� In all
but the simplest cases� digital optimization methods are too slow for real�time use� especially
when global optimizations are required� This is in spite of the recent simulated annealing
methods ���� which have emerged�

Recently� much work has been done in proposing analog circuit techniques for nonlinear
programming or optimization with the idea of real�time processing in mind ���� ��� �	� ��
�
���� �	�� �	��� Hopeld ���� proposed an analog circuit which seeks a minimum point of
a quadratic energy function� Kennedy and Chua ��
� extended the work of ��� to realize
nonlinear programming circuits with constraints� Zhang and Constantinides generalized the
constraint aspect of ��
� and proposed a set of di�erential equations which could be realized
by neural network circuits to solve the nonlinear programming problem� However� none of
these previous approaches have considered the global optimization aspect of the problem�

In this paper� we further generalize on the use of analog neural networks for real�time opti�
mization with constraints� and also� we propose a technique for attaining the global minimum
of the desired function ����� This paper is an extension and combination of other disparate
contributions in this eld� one is from ��
� ��� �	� ���� which propose non�global optimizations
for constrained non�linear optimization� another is the work of ��� ��� and others which lead
to a simple elegent means of implementing global minimization�

The proposed optimization technique is applied to the direction of arrival �DOA� problem
in array signal processing as an example� In this problem� it is desired to estimate the
directions of incident plane waves onto arrays of sensors� There are many well�known high�
resolution algorithms for performing this estimation process� yet� due to the computational
complexities involved� none are appropriate for true real�time application� One well�known
DOA technique� which is the method considered here� is the maximum likelihood estimator
�MLE� e�g�� �		� ��
�� This technique involves the maximization of a computationally in�
tensive likelihood function to determine the desired directions of arrival� Even though the
proposed optimization method is applicable to a wide range of engineering problems� the
specic DOA example is intended to be a useful contribution in its own right� This is be�
cause the real�time implementation of modern DOA estimation algorithms continues to be a
di�cult problem� An alternative approach which in essence performs a discrete exhaustive
search over the range of possible DOA�s using a Hopeld network� is presented in ��	��

The method of ��
� is limited in practice �but not in concept� to solving linear or quadratic

	



programming problems with constraints� instead of arbitrary nonlinear problems� This is due
to the di�culty in implementing the derivative functions required by the method� Here� we
propose to extend this work to the case of arbitrary functions by using analog neural networks
to implement the required derivatives and constraint functions� Further� by implementing a
practical version of a method proposed by ���� a technique for real� time global optimization
of arbitary functions with constraints is achieved�

The global convergence aspect of our proposed system is realized by a continuous�time ana�
log of the simulated annealing algorithm ����� A white noise component is added to the
gradient of the Lagrangian of the function to be minimized� As is shown� the variance of this
noise must decay according to a specied annealing schedule for the system to converge to a
global optimum� However� this proposed annealing schedule is too slow for real�time use� We
therefore propose to accelerate this annealing schedule� with the result that global conver�
gence can no longer be guaranteed� but only assured with high probability� For our specic
DOA example� we propose a simple statistical criterion to test whether an equilibrium point
achieved by the system does indeed correspond to the desired global optimum�

We rst present the analysis relating to the proposed optimization system� A brief sum�
mary of the mathematics of maximum likelihood DOA estimation is then presented� After
this� several details concerning the realization of the DOA example using this proposed op�
timization technique are given� The performance of the proposed optimization method is
demonstrated by a variety of computer simulations carried out on the DOA example� Global
constrained convergence of the system is successfully demonstrated for a range of conditions�
The real� time capability of the proposed system is also demonstrated�

� Development of Circuit for Optimization

In this section� we rst discuss a simple circuit for local optimization without constraints�
using a steepest descent procedure� The method is then expanded to incorporate constraints�
and then a simple extension is incorporated so that the resulting circuit performs global
optimization�

In this paper we consider the minimization of a scaler objective function L���� where � is a
K � � vector of variables� We make the following mild asumptions on L����

�� L��� is assumed twice continuously di�erentiable�

	� at least one minimum exists� and all minima of the objective function are unique�

It is widely known that minimization by steepest descent may be implemented by a system
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whose dynamics are described by

Ck
d�k
dt

� �
�L���

��k
k � � � � �K� ���

where Ck is a capacitance� In the analog system we propose� � is interpreted as a voltage�
and L as a potential or energy function� Note that the complete system consists of K such
loops� with each gradient term being a function of all K variables� Eq� ��� implies that the
rate of change of all the variables is proportional to the gradient of the objective function�
Thus� the system moves in the direction of steepest descent� towards a local minimum�

The di�culty until recently with such systems� for all but the simplest functional forms� has
been in implementing the gradient terms� In the general case� the gradients can be arbitrarily
complex functions of �� and thus can be very di�cult to implement using conventional circuit
elements� In this paper� we propose to use an analog neural network for the evaluation of the
gradients� It is shown in �	�� that a neural network with a su�ciently large number of hidden
nodes can approximate an arbitrary function to any degree of accuracy� This property is
the basis for training a neural network to approximate the required gradient of the desired
objective function� The use of neural networks for this purpose is discussed in more detail
in Sect� �� The neural network output is interpreted as a current source�

The introduction of constraints on this optimization problem o�ers several advantages� First�
as is discussed later� constraining the feasible region of the parameter values makes the
training of the neural networks much easier� Also� the use of constraints is valuable in its
own right� since in some cases it may be known a priori that some of the parameters may
be conned to certain regions of the parameter space�

We now wish to generalize the minimization of the objective function L��� by introducing
J inequality constraints� Our problem of interest thus becomes

min
�

L��� �	�

subject to
�j��� � �� j � � � � �J� ���

We assume the following mild conditions hold on the constraint functions �j����

�� the constraints satisfy certain constraint qualications ���

	� Each �j is twice continuously di�erentiable

�� at least one local minimum of the constrained problem exists� and all constrained local
minima are unique

In this treatment we distinguish between active constraints and inactive constraints� A
constraint �j��� is active if �j��

�� � �� where �� is the solution to �	� and ���� Otherwise
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the constraint is inactive and �j��
�� � �� The feasible region is the parameter subspace in

which all the constraint equations ��� are satised�

A standard means of solving �	� and ��� is to consider the Lagrangian H����� given by

H����� � L����
JX
j��

�j�j��� ���

where �j are Lagrange multipliers�

The set of Kuhn�Tucker su�cient conditions for any local minimum satisfying �	� and ���
are based on the above Lagrangian� and are given as ���

��
�L

��k
�����

JX
j��

��j
��j
��k

���� � � k � � � � �K� ���

This equation imposes the condition that the Lagrangian H����� is stationary at
� � ��� The Lagrange multipliers corresponding to inactive constraints are implicitly
zero�

	�
�j��

�� � �� j � � � � �J� ���

This condition enforces satisfaction of the constraints at the solution�

��
��j � �� j � � � � �J� �
�

where the ���s are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to ��� If a constraint is
active� the inequality in �
� holds� for inactive constraints� the equality is satised� If
condition �
� is not satised� then there may exist feasible directions for � about ��

such that L���� decreases in value� This contradicts the notion of a local minimum�

�� �
d�

d��
L������

�
���

� � ���

where ���� is an arc satisfying the equality of any of the active constraints ���� param�
eterized by �� where � � � at � � �� ���� This statement implies that the objective
function L���� for � satisfying any active constraint �j��� � �� has positive curvature
at � � ���

Thus� any point �� satisfying the above conditions is a local minimum of the problem dened
by �	� and ����
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Consider the circuit whose governing di�erential equation is an extension of ��� and is dened
by

Ck
d�k
dt

� �
�L

��k
�

JX
j��

�j
��j���

��k
� k � � � � �K� ���

Also consider the network function N ��� ��
� dened by �

N �x� �

�
� if x � �
� �

R
x otherwise

����

where R is a resistance� Let us now substitute the Lagrange multipliers �j in ��� by the
network function N ��j����� The governing di�erential equation of this circuit is described
by ���� and a physical embodiment is shown in Fig� �a� This circuit is the same as the
canonical circuit of Kennedy et al for nonlinear programming ��
�� and is discussed in more
detail in the sequel�

Ck
d�k
dt

� �
�L

��k
�

JX
j��

Nj��j����
��j���

��k
� k � � � � �K� ����

We now discuss the stability analysis of this system� Consider the energy function corre�
sponding to ���� that is obtained by integrating the negative of ���� with respect to �

E��� � L����
JX
j��

Z �j

�
Nj�x�dx� ��	�

Di�erentiating E��� with respect to time� we get

dE���

dt
�

KX
k��

�L

��k

d�k
dt

�
KX
k��

JX
j��

Nj��j����
��j
��k

d�k
dt

����

However� factoring out d�k	dt and substituting ���� into ���� we get

dE

dt
� �

KX
k��

Ck

�
d�k
dt

��

� ����

We note that because ���� is continuous for nite R� and due to our assumptions on the
function L���� the function E��� has the following properties�

�� E��� is continuously di�erentiable�

	� E���� � �� �

�� E��� � � everywhere except at ���

�Without loss of generality� a suitable constant may be added to E��� so that this condition is satis�ed�
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�� Furthermore� from ����� note that Ck is strictly positive and �d�k	dt�
� � � for all �k�

for k � � � � �K� Hence for the function E��� dened in ��	� we have dE	dt � �� Since
�d�k	dt�

�� k � � � � �K are all zero only at the equilibrium points� dE	dt is strictly less
than zero everywhere else�

This implies that E��� is a Lyapunov function ���� of the system� Thus� the system is
asymptotically stable� Consequently� any trajectory of ��t� eventually converges to some
stable equilibrium point �� in �K � which depends on the initial state�

Further� for su�ciently small R� it is easily shown� e�g�� ��
�� that this equilibrium point
satises the Kuhn�Tucker su�cient conditions ��� � ����

These conditions are satised under the interpretation that the capacitor voltages of Fig� �a
are taken as the variables �i� and the constraint currents ij � Nj��j���� are taken as the
Lagrange multipliers �j�

Thus� we have the important result that our proposed system indeed converges to a stable
equilibrium point� and furthermore because this equilibrium point satises the Kuhn�Tucker
su�cient conditions� it corresponds to a constrained local minimum of our objective function�

We now discuss details of the system described by ����� The variables � in Fig� �a appear
as voltages across the capacitances� The right�most column of sources are voltage�controlled
current sources� representing the rst �gradient� term of ����� and are generated by the
analog neural network� The center column of sources represent the second �constraint� term
of ����� and are current controlled current sources� The left�most column shows voltage
controlled voltage sources which generate the constraint functions �j����

If a constraint �j��
�� is inactive� then the generated voltage is positive� resulting in ij � �

due to the reversed diode� Then� this constraint does not contribute to the center�column
source current� As the resistance R in N ��� approaches zero� the current ij is nonzero when
the corresponding constraint is active� and the voltage value �j���� � as required to satisfy
the constraint� In this case� the constraint does contribute to the current generated in the
center�column current sources�

If the system described by ���� is not in equilibrium� the trajectory of � moves in the
downhill direction� closer to a point where where the Lagrangian is stationary� Since N
only passes current if the constraints are not satised� the second term of ���� enforces the
constraints by playing the role of a penalty function� contributing in the opposite direction
of the gradient if the constraints are not satised�

We now consider the implementation of the constraint term in ����� Since each second term
of ���� is a function only of �� we propose that the constraint functions also be implemented
using an analog neural network� The constraint sub�circuits on the left of Fig� �a may
thus be compacted into the constraint neural network shown in Fig� �b� The advantage of






using neural networks to implement the constraint sub�circuit is that the complexity of the
constraint functions �j�s which can be realized by this circuit is limited only by the ability of
the neural network to approximate the desired function� Previous approaches are restricted
to very simple functional forms of the constraints because they use only conventional circuit
elements to realize the constraint sub� circuit�

A �constraint� neural net must exist for each variable loop� The K variables � are input to
each net� which outputs the appropriate scaler constraint term corresponding to the second
term of ����� In the event the �j functions are simple� e�g�� simple upper or lower bounds on
the variables� then the constraint sub�circuit may be implemented in a much simpler way�

��� Global Optimization

We now consider how the system described so far can be adapted for global optimization�
As previously seen� it is guaranteed that the equilibrium of the proposed circuit is within
the Kuhn�Tucker set� However� it is not guaranteed that the whole Kuhn�Tucker set� and
thus the global optimum� can be reached simply by following trajectories of the circuit �i�e��
the trajectories can fall into local minima�� However� we now show that random �uctuations
introduced into the path of � greatly improve the ability of the circuit to eventually converge
to the global optimum� We propose a continuous�time analog of the simulated annealing
algorithm to accomplish this desired characteristic�

Simulated annealing �annealed di�usion process� etc�� refers to a class of numerical algo�
rithms that imitate the slow cooling �annealing� of a substance to obtain a crystalline state�
The cooling stage of an annealing procedure is usually done very slowly so that the number
of defects in the crystal structure is reduced� and the potential energy stored in the molecular
structure minimized�

Simulated annealing has enjoyed much success in many diverse optimization algorithms�
Kirkpatrick� Gellat� and Vecchi ���� found simulated annealing to be a useful algorithm for
optimizing VLSI layout and rooting problems arising in the design of computer systems�
Geman and Geman �
� used an annealing algorithm to carry out image restoration of noisy
blurred images� Simulated annealing was also used by El Gamal ��� to design good com�
munication codes� More recently� Sharman �	�� used simulated annealing to achieve global
optimization of the maximum likelihood objective likelihood function for array signal pro�
cessing�

While these techniques have focused on discrete simulated annealing� we are investigating
simulated annealing in a continuous form� A continuous path� ��t� seeking a globalminimum
will in general be forced to �climb hills� as well as follow down�hill gradients� One way of
introducing hill� climbing� while preserving the tendency to descend along gradients� is to
introduce random �uctuations into the path of ��
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The overall global�seeking characteristic is accomplished in a rather simple way by using the
very elegant result of ���� The method is introduced by means of the following theorem�

Theorem � Consider the di�usion process de�ned by

d��t� � �Y � �rE���t��� dt� 
�t�dW �t� ����

where Y � ��	C�� �	C�� � � � � �	CK�
T � the symbol � means Schur product �element�by�element

multiplication�� r��� denotes the K � � gradient operator� E���t�� is the potential function
de�ned by ����� W �t� is a standard Wiener Process in �K� and 
�t� is a noise 	temperature

de�ned by


��t� �
c

log�� � t�
����

for large t and with c � c�� where c� is a constant which may be determined from L��� and
is de�ned later�
Under suitable mild conditions �� �� on L���� the trajectory ��t� approaches �weakly�� an
equilibrium distribution which is a Gibbs distribution ������ with density

����� �
�

Z�
exp�

�	L���


�
�� where Z� �

Z
RK

exp�
�	L���


�
�d�� ��
�

Then� as t��� �� concentrates on the global minimum of L����

Proof� see ����

Hence� as t��� 
�t�� �� and we can expect to nd � at the global optimum�

The di�erential equation governing the behaviour of the resulting system including provision
for global convergence� is given by substituting the gradient of ��	� �which is given by �����
into ���� as�

Ck
d�k
dt

� �
�L

��k
�

JX
j��

Nj��j����
��j���

��k
� Ck
�t�

dW �t�

dt
� k � � � � �K� ����

The term Ck
�t�dW �t�	dt� on the one hand helps the algorithm to �escape� from local
stationary points and proceed to nd the global optimum� and on the other hand it is a
random process and has to attenuate fast enough in order for the algorithm to converge�

The following three conditions on 
�t� are su�cient ��� for convergence of � to the global
optimum�

�� When t��� 
�t�� �

�



	� 
�t� is continuously di�erentiable with respect to t�

�� Dene the variable T �t� � 
��t�		� When t���

dT �t�	dt

T ��t�
e��L�T �t� � � ����

where
�L � sup

�
�
��

�
�RK

jL����� L����j

denotes the largest possible di�erence between any two values of L��� in the K�dimensional
space�

The quantity c� associated with ���� represents the initial noise variance which must be
chosen carefully� If the initial noise variance is set too small� the state space trajectories
may not be able to easily escape local minima in the objective function� Likewise� if c� is
initiated too large� the time evolution to a global minimum will be prohibitively long� The
following theorem provides a proper determination of the quantity c��

Theorem � Eq� ���� is satis�ed if
c� � 	�L� �	��

Proof� �����

Thus� convergence is assured if c� is chosen according to �	��� Note that the annealing
schedule is determined solely by the characteristics of the objective function L����

With the advent of commercially available analog neural networks �e�g�� the Intel electronicaly
trainable analog neural network �ETANN� chip� ������ all aspects of this proposed optimiza�
tion process are readily implemented in analog form�

� Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Directions of

Arrival

In this section� we brie�y discuss the problem of direction of arrival �DOA� estimation
onto arrays of sensors� so that our proposed optimization technique may be applied to this
problem as an example� The details of the application are discussed in Sect� �� DOA
estimation is a common problem experienced in the eld of signal processing� There are
many algorithms which have been proposed for solving this problem �	�� �	�� �		� ���� ����
etc�� yet all have di�culty with the aspect of real�time implementation� The performance
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of the maximum likelihood estimator �MLE� method e�g� �		�� for DOA estimation which
we propose is not the best of all available algorithms� e�g�� ���� performs better� however�
the MLE objective function is simple in structure and hence is well�suited as an example
of this proposed optimization technique� its performance is close to optimum� and it does
perform signicantly better than several other commonly�used high�resolution techniques�
The MLE method is discussed elsewhere� however� for the sake of completeness of this paper
it is brie�y developed here�

Consider a uniformly spaced� linear array of sensors consisting of M elements with K plane
waves incident onto the array from distinct directions� �We consider the uniform linear array
scenario for ease of discussion� the treatment may easily be extended to non�uniform sensor
spacings and two�dimensional arrays�� We assume that these plane waves are narrowband�
with the same carrier frequency� fc� and that the number K is known� or can be estimated
by a suitable detection method� e�g�� ��	�� The problem is to estimate the DOA�s � of the
incident plane waves by observing the array outputs xn�

The M �dimensional complex received signal vector� xn 	 C
M � represents the data received

from a linear array of M sensors at the nth snapshot� The complex received signal vector�
for n � �� � � � � N � is given by

xn � San � vn� �	��

where vn 	 C
M is the noise signal� an 	 C

K describes the instantaneous complex amplitudes
and N is the number of snapshots observed� The kth column sk �the steering vector� of S�
is given as

sk �
�
�� ej�k� ej��k � � � � � ej�M����k

�T
� k � � � � �K� �		�

where superscript T denotes transpose� The variable �k is the electrical phase shift between
the signals received from adjacent array elements� due to the kth incident wave�

Assuming that the noise� vn� is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix
��I� the maximum likelihood estimate of � given the received data is determined as the
solution to

�� � argmin
�

L���� �	��

where

L��� � tr
h
P� �RN

i
� �	��

and
P� � P���� � I� S����Sy���S������Sy��� �	��

is the projection matrix onto the orthogonal complement subspace spanned by
S� and
�RN is the estimate of the covariance matrix of xn over N snapshots�

�RN �
�

N

NX
n��

xnx
y
n� �	��

��



It is shown in �	�� that a su�cient value for the quantity �L is given by the expression

�L  tr
�
�RN

�
� �	
�

The quantity tr� �RN� is a very simple value to calculate� and this form is used later for
determination of the constant c��

Due to the symmetry of the state space� we propose incorporating the following constraint
into the DOA network�

�k��� � �k � �k�� � �� k � � � � �K � �� �	��

These constraints reduce the searching eld of the algorithm and signicantly simplify the
training of the neural networks� This consideration is discussed in more detail in Sect� ��
Since the ordering of the DOA�s is arbitrary� these constraints do not alter the mathematical
behaviour of the network�

It is apparent in the next section that an explicit expression for the likelihood gradient�
�L	��� is required for our implementation� Thus the gradient of the objective function �	��
with respect to �k is given by �����

�L

��k
� �	 �e

�
tr

�
P����

�S���

��k
�Sy���S������Sy��� �RN

��
� k � �� � � � � K� �	��

This is the equation that is mapped onto the neural network for evaluation of the gradient�

� Mapping the Objective Function onto the Circuit

In this section� we present the direction of arrival estimation problem as an example for
our proposed optimization technique� We show details of the circuit for the specic DOA
implementation� and discuss several practical issues relating to the realization of the method�

A feedforward analog neural network �also referred to as a connectionist system� is used
to approximate the gradient of the objective function to be minimized� The overall block
diagram of the system for solving the maximum likelihood DOA estimation problem is shown
in Fig� 	� Note from the gradient expression �	�� that the argument of the trace operator
consists of two terms� one is P��S	��k�S

yS���Sy which is a function of � only� The other
term is �RN � The fact that the gradient is separable in this way greatly aids the evaluation
of the gradient� since the neural network need only provide the matrix function which is
dependent on �� and does not need to be trained to accomodate the wide variation of
possible values of the matrix �RN � Thus� the input to the network is � and the output
is P��S	��k�S

yS���Sy� The network output is then multiplied in analog fashion by the
covariance matrix� �RN � The trace and real operations are then performed to yield the
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desired gradient expression� There are K networks� one for each of the partial derivatives
that compose the gradient vector� Note that the input and output values of the feedforward
network are continuously varying functions of ��

The derivative of a Wiener process is white noise ���� Hence� the last term of ���� is repre�
sented by the white noise source shown in Fig� 	� The variance of the noise is controlled by
eq� ����� Also shown in the gure is the simple network for implementing the constraints
�	��� In this example� the constraints are so simple that the constraint sub�circuit may be
implemented using only resistors� diodes and op�amps� The quantity leaving the summing
junction is a current representing the quantity Ckd�k	dt of ����� This current may be inte�
grated by the capacitor to yield a voltage value representing �k�t�� These values are then
fed back into the tops of each of the K neural network sub�systems to complete the loop�

The capacitance Ck adjusts the time scale of the system� To see this� the variable t in ����
may be transformed into � � t	Ck� hence� the time axis is scaled inversely proportionally to
Ck� The entire theoretical treatment of Sect� 	�� may be undertaken with t replaced by � �
The result is that the governing di�erential equation ����� in the new time scale� becomes

d�k
d�

� �
�L

��k
�

JX
j��

Nj��j����
��j���

�k
� 
���

dW ���

d�
� k � � � � �K� ����

The overall time delay of the loop of Fig� 	 is dominated by the delay through the analog
neural network� and by the multiplications for calculation of the gradient� Using Intel�s
ETANN chip� for a ��layer network� implies a processing delay of ��s for the neural network
to operate� Including the multiplication by the covariance matrix and some overhead� the
processing time delay �D of the system may be assumed to be ���s� It is therefore reasonable
to set the capacitance values on the order of ���	F for operation under these circumstances�

Note that a practical implementation of this system could be signicantly simplied from
that shown in Fig� 	� by exploiting the fact that only one column of the term �S���	��k is
non�zero� Also� since the matrix expressions are preceded by the tr��� and �e��� operators�
only a small portion of the total number of computations for evaluating the full matrix
product of P��S	��k�S

yS���Sy and �RN need be evaluated�

A signicant di�culty with this proposed global optimization strategy for any application is
the very slow convergence rate of the noise� The �

log�t�
decay rate �annealing schedule� of the

noise process is slow to the point where convergence requires an unacceptably long period
of time� From ���� we can see� assuming c� � �� even when t � ��
� 
�t� is approximately
equal to ���� which is too large for the convergence of �� Also� if we want 
�t� to be
���� �assuming this is small enough for convergence�� t must reach the value e��

�

� which is
intolerable in real�time systems�

To ensure the practicality of simulated annealing� the annealing schedule must be accelerated�
We propose the noise process W �t� be turned o� after a certain pre�determined time to� It
is expected that within this period� the parameter values will have settled into the global
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valley� After the disappearance of the noise� the process converges quickly to the nearest local
minimum� The time to at which the noise is turned o� is determined empirically� However�
since � only converges globally as t�� � there is now no guarantee the process will have
converged to the global optimum� since the annealing schedule is now accelerated�

To overcome this di�culty� we present a statistical criterion which can be used for the DOA
example� to test if global convergence has in fact occured� The strategy is to allow the
circuit to follow the annealing schedule of ���� until time to� when the noise is turned o��
The proposed criterion can then be applied� If the test succeeds� the converged result is
accepted� If the test fails� the optimization process is re� initiated and the strategy repeated
until the test succeeds�

The criterion to test for global convergence is presented with the aid of the following theorem�
The proof is easy but is not shown�

Theorem � For white noise� the value of the quantity NL��o�	�
�� where �o is the true

value of �� is asymptotically distributed as a �� random variable with N�M �K� degrees of
freedom�

In practice� the global optimum �� 
� �o� However� under reasonable conditions� we may
substitute �� for �o� and the result used as the basis of a hypothesis test to check if �� has
globally converged� If

NL����

��
 T ��� ����

then the test succeeds� Otherwise� it has failed and the optimization process must be re�
initiated� The quantity T ��� is the value above which a �� random variable with N�M �K�
degrees of freedom is expected to fall ���� � of the time�

An alternate criterion which does not require knowledge of the noise variance �� but is
somewhat more computationally complex� is presented in ����� For other applications of
this proposed optimization process� similar criteria for testing global convergence could be
conceived�

In this treatment� we have assumed the value of K is known� However� in practice� it is
unknown and variable and must be estimated from the data� Previous methods ��	� ����
exist for this purpose� but are computationally intensive and hence are not appropriate for
our purposes� A method of reasonable computational complexity is now described� The
proposal is to build a xed system for the maximum number �K  M of signals which the
system is likely to encounter� The system will then provide an estimate �� consisting of �K
values of �� It is shown in ���� that in this situation� the MLE will provide K values of �
which correspond to real incident signals� and �K�K values which are extraneous� The issue
is thus to separate the desired values of � from the extraneous� The problem may be solved

in the following way� An estimate
��Rs 	 C

�K� �K of the source covariance matrix �Rs � E��an�an�

��



is given as
��Rs �

�

N �K
�S����� �RN

�S�����y ��	�

where �S� �
�
�Sy�S

��� �Sy is the pseudo�inverse of �S 	 CM� �K � �s����� � � � � s�� �K��� The kth

diagonal entry ��rk of
��Rs is the estimated power of the kth incident source� The kth diagonal

entry ek of the matrix E given by

E �
�
�Sy�S

���
�� ����

is the corresponding error or noise power component of this quantity e�g� ���� The noise
power �� is assumed known with no uncertainty�

Now let S be the set containing the signal indeces which correspond to the extraneous signals�
Then� the ratios

��rk
ek
� k 	 S ����

are F distributed with �N � K��� degrees of freedom� Therefore� the above ratios may
be evaluated for k � �� � � � � �K� The indeces which signicantly exceed the corresponding
F statistic at an appropriate level of condence correspond to true signals�

� Demonstrations of Performance

In this section� we show some simulation results of the performance of the proposed opti�
mization system obtained from the DOA example� We also present some brief discussion
regarding various aspects of the results�

The DOA estimation environment which was simulated to test the proposed method is now
described� A specic incident signal model and background noise eld were constructed to
simulate a realistic array signal processing situation� Our proposed circuit was then tested
using this simulated data�

For all simulations presented the following parameters of the problem are xed�

� the number of incident signals K � 	�

� the number of snapshots N � 	��

� the number of sensors M � � on a linear array geometry with uniform spacing�

� the components of the complex signal amplitude vector an� in �	�� are uncorrelated
random variables with equal power�

��



� The true angles of arrival �o � ���	�����	�� standard beamwidths� where � standard
beamwidth equals 	�	M radians�

Note that standard beamwidths are used as a convenient measure of angle separation as they
normalize simulation results over varying array size�

The background noise eld �i�e�� the term vn in �	��� was constructed as spatially coloured�
rather than white noise as indicated by the treatment of Sect� �� The maximum likelihood
DOA algorithm is somewhat sub�optimal in unknown coloured noise� but so are the majority
of other such algorithms� The reason for using coloured noise instead of white is because
the noise can be used to control various local minima in the objective function� This in turn
gives us a better feel for the behaviour of the global optimization process�

If the background noise is spatially stationary but coloured� then the noise covariance matrix
� is in general a Toeplitz structure instead of the form ��I as it is for white noise� The ijth

element �ij of � used in our simulations is that corresponding to a rst�order complex
autoregressive process and is given by

�ij � �ji�jj exp
�
j�ji�jj

�
� ����

The angular spectrum corresponding to ���� consists of a single peak positioned at � radians�
of height �

���
� �  �� Essentially� the greater the value � less than one� the more concentrated

is the noise energy around �� For our simulations the value used for the noise decay� �� is
����� This value of �� although very high� was used to accentuate the noise as a local minima�
and thus had value in illustrating the algorithm�s properties of global convergence�

The value of the constant c� used for these simulations was determined using �	��� with
�L � tr �RN as suggested by �	
��

Training the Neural Networks� In this example� the neural network was used only to
implement the gradient function� and not the constraints� The feedforward model used is
similiar to its usual manifestations� The nal network layout had � input nodes� 	 hidden
layers� each with �� units� and an output layer of �� units� In our realization no e�ort was
made to reduce the complexity of the feedforward network by reducing the number of weights
or processing nodes� The network inputs are real valued and the output is a complex vector�
Therefore� the network is designed to incorporate complex weights�

The back propagation algorithm �	
� was used to train the network� The learning rate� ��
was initialised to ��� and decreased over time �by hand tuning�  this was found to result in
reasonable convergence� Also� epoch learning was used� the error gradient is averaged over
a number of patterns� here �� patterns� before modifying the weights� to obtain a better
estimate of the error gradient� In presenting the training data to the network we employed
a �multiscale� approach� This implies that di�erent sized training sets are used  each with
an increasingly ner resolution of �� The rst training set had a resolution of ���� for each
�k� then next ��� and nally ����� This is done to reduce convergence time while ensuring

��



reasonable accuracy� It was observed that convergence is excruciatingly slow if too large a
dataset is presented initially� Heuristically� this approach rst provides a general description
of the desired input�output mapping� Once that is achieved� the role of the subsequent
ner grained training data is to allow the network to converge to solutions with increasingly
higher precision� Ultimately� the network was trained so that the output was accurate to
two decimal digits of accuracy�

Note that the constraints of �	�� are employed in creating the training set� This e�ectively
reduces the size in the state space by a factor of 	��K���� which in this case is one half� By
eliminating redundancy and complexity in the range of input values the network need be
presented with only a subset of input combinations� Minimizing the size of required training
data decreases the computational e�ort required to achieve the desired input�output relation�

Simulation Results� The results presented in this section relating to the trajectories of
� are obtained by solving ���� using a Runge�Kutta numerical technique� The intention of
these simulations is to create an objective function that is computationally di�cult from an
optimization perspective� in terms of the number and value of local minima� To this end�
we simulated the noise term vn in �	�� as highly correlated Gaussian noise corresponding
to ����� with a value of � � �

�
� and � � ����� The K � 	 true DOA angles were held xed

at � � ���	�����	�� standard beamwidths� We show results for an elemental SNR of � dB
in Fig� � and �� dB in Fig� �� By �elemental SNR�� we mean the ratio of the total signal
power to the noise power at a single element of the array� For each SNR value� we show�

�� The surface plot of � log���L����� This surface plot is provided to give the reader
a visualization of the objective function� Note that we have converted minima into
maxima through the negative sign shown� in order to present a clearer pictorial image�

	� State space trajectory� starting from �	�� and �	�� standard beamwidths� over the
corresponding contour plot of the objective function�

�� State space trajectory� starting from 	�� and �	�� standard beamwidths� over the cor�
responding contour plot of the objective function�

�� Time history equivalent of case �� to show the progression of the state variables over
time�

Figs� �a and �a show surface plots of � log���L���� which clearly reveal that multiple minima
are present� Note the occurance of high �plateaus� that have multiple albeit poor local
minima� As well� there is the presence of a series of �valleys�� which include multiple
minima close to and including the global minimum� We can observe the desired signal peak
at ���� ��� � ��	����	�� and signicant undesired peaks due to the noise at ���� ��� � ��� �	��
and ���� ��� � ��	�� ��� respectively� It is evident from the shape of these objective function
plots that the maximum likelihood DOA algorithm is indeed an excellent example to illustrate
the capabilities of this proposed optimization procedure�

�




Figs� �b�c and �b�c �cases 	 and � from above� respectively�� show trajectory plots of the
angle estimates from two di�erent� very poor starting points� We note from these experiments
the annealed di�usion mechanism consistently found the global optimum� regardless of the
initial value of the process�

Examining the time trajectories of Fig� �d and �d� �case � above� we see that convergence
to a stable set of estimates of � is achieved within a relatively few �time constants�� We
dene time constant is this context as a unit of the variable � � t	Ck in ���� �we assume all
capacitance values are equal��

A series of experiments were conducted to empirically determine the time to at which the
noise is to be turned o�� Using the signal and noise model described� for an SNR of � and
�� dB� and for a wide range of initial values� the length of the run�time was increased until
convergence into the global bowl was achieved in all cases� This resulted in a run�time of
��� time constants�

Recall that� for the ETANN chip� one time constant is about ���s� An additional �� time
constants for convergence to the global optimum� after the noise is removed� is necessary�
Thus� a solution is attainable in about ����ms� This performance is quite within the realms
of real�time operation� Signicantly improved performance would be achieved if a faster
analog neural network were available�

In order to evaluate how the proposed method generalizes to larger values ofM � we trained a
network for the values M � 	� and K � �� for which the system operated successfully� The
same number of network layers were used� with each layer consisting of a larger number of
units� The network eventually trained to provide the same order of error as in the previous
case� Since this network involves the same number of layers� the time for a single loop iter�
ation for the larger problem remains roughly unchanged� However� the number of iterations
required for convergence can increase with problem size� so some increase in computational
time is likely as the problem size grows�

Even though the trajectories may have visited outside the feasible region� it was noted that
in all cases the nal estimate obeyed the constraints of �	��� Thus� we observe a verication
of the e�ectiveness of the proposed constraint implementation procedure�

The performance of the proposed analog implementation of the MLE was compared� by sim�
ulations� to a conventional digital numerical implementation� programmed using the MAT�
LAB Nelder�Meade simplex optimization algorithm� The criterion of performance used is the
mean�squared error of the DOA estimates� At high SNR� the proposed analog implemetation
did slightly worse ���	 dB� than the digital� due to errors in the neural network approxima�
tion of the gradient� However� at lower values of SNR near the threshold� the analog version
actually did better� This behaviour is attributed to the fact that the digital optimization
routine occasionally falls into a local minimum point relatively far from the global minimum�
resulting in high error� However� the analog version� by virtue of its global seeking capability�
nds the global optimum with much higher probability�
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� Conclusions

We have presented a simple and e�ective scheme for multivariate real�time global optimiza�
tion with constraints� The basic structure is a realization of the dynamics of optimization
by steepest descent� The requisite computations for the objective function gradient and for
the constraint function implementation are provided by an analog neural network� which is
trained to approximate the desired expressions for any relevant input value� The constraints
are implemented in a simple way by penalizing the gradient if the trajectories wander out of
the feasible region�

Convergence to the global optimum is achieved by injecting a stochastic process into the
di�erential equation governing the behaviour of steepest descent with constraints� The re�
sulting noise source is controlled by an annealing schedule� Initially� the noise power is set
su�ciently high to facilitate escape from any local minimum� The decay rate of the anneal�
ing schedule must be slow enough to allow the process to settle within� yet fast enough to
prevent escape from� the global bowl� It is shown that the schedule given by ���� is su�cient
to allow convergence to the global optimum in the weak sense� as t���

Practically� this result in its original form is of little value� This is because the thrust of this
paper is towards real� time systems� yet the proposed annealing schedule requires innite
time� A practical approach is to turn o� the noise after an empirically�determined length of
time� which is su�cient to yield global convergence with high probability� However� since the
process may now fail to converge globally� a criterion which is dependent on the application
must be implemented which can test for global convergence� If the test fails� the di�usion
process must be re�initiated and the test re�applied�

The performance of the proposed optimization process is demonstrated by the direction of
arrival �DOA� estimation problem of plane waves incident onto arrays of sensors� The specic
algorithm used is the maximum likelihood �ML� algorithm for this purpose� A statistical
criterion for testing global convergence was proposed� Demonstrations showing the global
convergence characteristic of the method were provided for this specic example� It was
also noted that the proposed technique for incorporating constraints operated e�ectively�
The practical embodiment of this proposed optimization technique is greatly aided by the
existence of commercial analog chips� e�g�� the ETANN circuit ����� It was shown that real�
time performance is indeed attainable with the maximum likelihood DOA problem� using
the ETANN chip�

It is expected this proposed optimization structure would be e�ective in a large number of
control and signal procesing problems� Specically however� the array signal processing com�
munity has long been plagued with the di�culties of real� time implementation of the more
modern high�resolution DOA estimation algorithms� It is therefore expected this proposed
technique should at least have signicant impact in this specic area�
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